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Composite
Transactions
and Market
Purchases:
Supreme Court
upholds Penalty for
Gun Jumping in
Thomas Cook and
SCM Soilfert Cases
The Supreme Court of India, vide two
separate judgements passed on
17.08.20181, upheld the order of the
Competition Commission of India
(“CCI”) imposing a penalty of INR 10
Million in Thomas Case and INR 20
Million in SCM Soilfert case upon the
respective acquirers.
Ajay Goel & Subodh Prasad Deo
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T

he appeal before the
Supreme Court
(“S.C.”) in the Thomas
Cook case was
preferred by the CCI
against the order the
Competition Appellate
Tribunal (“COMPAT”), which had set
aside the aforesaid penalty order.
Pertinently, the CCI had imposed the
said penalty due to non-compliance
of the provisions of section 6 (2) of
the Competition Act, 2002 (“Act”) as
market purchases transaction, which
constituted a part of interconnected
and interdependent transactions,
stood consummated at the time of
notification to the CCI. In SCM
Soilfert case, the acquirers had
preferred the appeal before the S.C.,
as they were aggrieved with the order
of COMPAT affirming the penalty
order of the CCI on the acquirers due
to non-compliance of the provisions
of section 6(2) of the Act.
THOMAS COOK CASE2
To give a brief background, premerger notification in this case was
filed on 14.02.2014 by Thomas Cook
(India) Limited (“TCIL”), Thomas Cook
Insurance Services (India) Limited
(“TCISIL”) and Sterling Holiday
Resorts (India) Limited (“SHRIL”)
regarding a composite scheme of
arrangement and amalgamation
(“Scheme”) whereby the resorts and
time share business of SHRIL were
proposed to be transferred by way of
a demerger from SHRIL to TCISIL (a
subsidiary of TCIL) and SHRIL with
its residual business was proposed to
be amalgamated into TCIL.
Additionally, the details of certain
acquisitions were also disclosed in
the notification, which were claimed
to be exempt pursuant to the
Government of India (“GoI”)
Notification dated 04.03.2011
(regarding de minimis target
exemption), namely;
(i) Subscription of 22.86 per cent of
the equity shares capital of SHRIL by
TCISIL pursuant to a Subscription

Agreement (SA) dt.07.02.2014
(ii) Purchasing of 19.94 percent
equity shares of SHRIL by TCISIL
pursuant to a Share Purchase
Agreement (“SPA”) dated 07.02.2014
(post preferential
allotment/subscription)
(iii) Open offer for shares of SHRIL
pursuant to the SA and SPA under
the relevant provision of the
Takeover Regulations, 2011 for which
TCISIL along with TCIL, as a person
acting in concert, had made public
announcement to purchase up to 26
percent of the equity share capital of
SHRIL from the public shareholders
pursuant to respective resolutions of
TCISIL and TCIL on 07.02. 2014 and
(iv) ‘Market purchases’ during the

In both these
cases, the Apex
Court has ruled
that imposition of
penalty under
section 43A of
the Act is on
account of a civil
obligation and
there is no
requirement of
mala fide or
intentional
breach as the
proceedings are
neither criminal
nor quasi
criminal.
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period 10th to 12th February, 2014 by
TCISIL of equity shares representing 9.93
percent of the equity share capital of
SHRIL.
In the course of its assessment, having
considered the Scheme and the aforesaid
acquisitions as parts of one composite
combination only, the CCI noticed that
‘market purchases’, constituting a part of
the said composite combination, had
already been consummated prior to filing
of the notification and accordingly imposed
the said penalty on the ground of noncompliance of the provisions of section 6(2)
of the Act.

Statutory Context
As per the extant provisions of section 6(2)
as applicable at the relevant point of time,
any person or enterprise proposing to enter
into a combination was required to give
notice to the CCI within 30 days from the
date of approval of the board of enterprises
in respect of merger or amalgamation
referred to in section 5 (c) or executing an
agreement or ‘other document’ for
acquisition or acquiring of control referred
under section 5 (a) or 5 (b). Thus, if any
person or enterprise failed to give notice
under section 6 (2), the CCI could impose
on such person or enterprise a penalty up
to one per cent of the total turnover or the
assets, whichever is higher, of such a
combination, in terms of section 43A since
the Act provides for a mandatory and
suspensory merger regime.
It may be relevant to state herein that the
GoI, vide Notification dated 29.06.2017, has
done away with the requirement of premerger notification within the 30-days
deadline. Further, vide GoI Notification
dated 04.03.2011, the parties were exempt
from the filing requirement in cases where
the enterprise being acquired had either
assets of the value of not more than INR
250 crore (1 crore =10 million) in India or
turnover of not more than INR 750 crore in

While upholding the
CCI order,7 the
COMPAT noted that
the term ‘other
document’ as used in
section 6 (2)(b) of the
Act and explained in
Regulation 5(8) of the
Combination
Regulations8, covers
any document
executed to acquire
the shares and even
the order placed with
the broker for
purchasing shares is
‘other document’,
which becomes a
trigger for notice
under section 6(2).
India. In terms of the same, as also the
decisional practice of the CCI, such
exemption was applicable only to cases of
acquisitions but not to mergers or
amalgamations. Pertinently, vide GoI
Notification dated 04.03.2016, de minimis
target exemption has been enhanced to INR
350 crore for the value of assets and to INR
1000 crore for the turnover. Further, vide
GoI Notification dated 27.03.2017, the same
has also been extended to mergers and

amalgamations, thereby exempting small
value mergers from the requirement of
notification to the CCI.
In this context, it is also relevant to state
that Regulation 9 (4) of the Competition
Commission of India (Procedure in regard
to the transaction of business relating to
combinations) Regulations (“Combination
Regulations”), notified on 11.05.2011,
provided that where the ultimate intended
effect of a business transaction is achieved
by way of a series of steps or smaller
individual transactions which are interconnected or inter-dependent on each
other3, one or more of which may amount
to a combination, a single notice covering
all these transactions may be filed4 by the
parties to the combination.

Imposition of Penalty in Thomas
Cook: Case of Market Purchase as
part of Composite Transaction
As the said combination was notified to the
CCI to seek approval to proposed demerger
from SHRIL to TCISIL and amalgamation of
SHRIL, with its residual business, into TCIL
and the parties claimed exemption in
respect to other steps of the transactions
relating to acquisition of shares of SHRIL,
pursuant to shares subscription, shares
purchase, open offer and market purchases,
under then prevailing de minimis target
exemption, the CCI reasoned that all the
steps of acquisitions, as aforesaid, were
inter-related and interdependent with the
transaction of demerger and amalgamation
and out of all the steps of the acquisitions,
‘market purchases’ was consummated at the
time of giving the notification, thus
amounted to gun jumping.
In the appeal5 directed against the aforesaid
order of the CCI, the COMPAT observed that
the CCI declined to give benefit of de
minimis target exemption mainly on the
ground that the market purchases were
intrinsically connected with other
transactions, however, in doing so, the CCI

(1) Civil Appeal no.13578 of 2015; CCI vs. Thomas Cook (India) Ltd. & Anr and (2) Civil Appeal no. 10678 of 2016; SCM Solifert Ltd. & Anr.
Combination case No.C-2014/02/153, CCI order dated 21.05.2014.
3
The words “or inter-dependent on each other” were deleted vide Amendment to Combination Regulations 2016.
4
The words “may be filed” were replaced by the words “shall be filed” vide Amendment to Combination Regulations 2015.
5
Appeal No. 48 of 2014 decided by COMPAT vide order dated 26.08.2015.
1
2
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failed to take cognizance of the fact that
the implementation of scheme for
demerger/amalgamation was not dependent
on the market purchase of equity shares of
SHRIL by TCISIL and vice versa.

In the second statutory appeal, vide its
judgement dated 17.04.2018, the Apex
Court ruled on the aforesaid controversy as
follows:

12.2.2014. It is crystal clear that market
purchases being a part of the composite
combination was consummated before
giving notice to the Commission. Joint
Press Release dated 7.2.2014 clearly
indicated SPA as an open offer. The Board
of Directors of the respective parties
authorized market purchases on the same
day. All the said transactions are
intrinsically connected and interdependent
with each other and form part of one viable
business transaction.

“26. It is apparent that in the notification
made under section 6(2) on 14.2.2014
notifiable transactions were shown
regarding merger and amalgamation. It was
also mentioned that parties have also
contemplated certain other transactions in
view of the notifiable transactions, they
were the substitution of equity shares, SPA,
open offer and market purchase. It is
crystal clear from the aforesaid application
itself that all these transactions were part of
the same transactions and even before
notifying the transactions of purchase from
the market on 14.2.2014, it was
consummated between 10.2.2014 to

27. Though market purchases have no
references in MCA, SA, SPA and the
scheme, the facts, and circumstances of the
case, as the scheme was prepared on the
same day and the three companies passed
the resolution on the same day. All other
acquisitions were made on the same day.
Market purchases having been
consummated between 10.2.2014
to12.2.2014, which is almost after finalizing
the composite combination clearly
suggested that market purchases would not
have taken place in the absence of scheme
and the other acquisitions. In case they
were not part of the same scheme that

Appeal in Thomas Cook Case before
the Supreme Court of India

would not have been referred to in the
notice filed by them with the Commission
on 14.2.2014. Thus, in our considered
opinion market purchases were not
independent and were intrinsically related
to the scheme and other acquisitions.”

As regards the issue of exemption,
particularly of market purchases,
that was claimed by the parties, the
Apex court observed:
“28.….While it is open for the parties to
structure their transactions in a particular
way the substance of the transactions
would be more relevant to assess the effect
on competition irrespective of whether such
transactions are pursued through one or
more step/transactions. Structuring of
transactions cannot be permitted in such a
manner so as to avoid compliance with the
mandatory provisions of the Act. For
ensuring the compliance with the
requirements of the Act it is open to
considering whether the particular step was
an individual transaction or part of the
whole of the transaction. It was evident in
the facts and circumstances of the case as
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TCISIL would not have made market
purchase in the absence of any one
transaction. Thus, market purchases could
not have been termed to be independent
transaction.”
It is pertinent to mention herein that the
requirement to comply with the merger
regulations in India is not limited to
transactions that involve acquisition of or
change in control, as is the case in
European Union. The Indian merger regime,
like the HSR Act, is a procedural law and
does not differentiate between acquisitions
that may raise anti-competitive concerns

12 | Lex WITNESS | May 2018

and those that do not. Accordingly, it is
necessary to comply with the pre-merger
filing requirements even in respect of cases
which may not lead to control or an AAEC
(appreciable adverse effect on competition),
failing which it is liable to be treated as
gun jumping attracting penalty provisions.
SCM SOILFERT CASE6
Notification in this case was made to the
CCI on 22.05.2014 by SCM Soilfert Limited,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Deepak
Fertilizers and Petrochemicals Corporation
Limited (“DFPCL”), for acquisition of 0.8
per cent equity share capital of Mangalore

Fertilizers and Chemicals Limited (“MCFL”)
through open market transactions (“Second
Acquisition”) and acquisition of up to 26
per cent of the equity share capital of MCFL
through an open offer as per the relevant
provisions of the Takeover Regulations
pursuant to a public announcement made
on 23.04 2014. However, in this regard, the
CCI observed that the acquirers also held
24.46 per cent equity share capital of
MCFL, prior to filing notification under
section 6 (2), which was acquired by them
on a single day on 03.07.2013, through a
number of block and bulk deals on the
Bombay Stock Exchange (“First
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[i.e. DFPCL’s] business” and that, “DFPCL
looks forward to working closely with
MCFL to enhance long term value for the
shareholders of both companies.”
In this regard, the acquirers took the plea
that the First Acquisition was not made
with any intent to acquire control of MFCL,
but was made ‘solely for investment
purposes’ and, thus was not notifiable
being exempt from notification under Item
1 of Schedule I of the Combination
Regulations.” (Statutory provisions in this
context explained later in this article). In
this regard, the CCI also noted that as per
the media reports, the acquirers and the
Zuari group had been in a takeover bid for
MCFL, as in April 2013, Zuari group had
purchased shares amounting to 16.43 per
cent of MCFL’s share capital and
immediately thereafter, DFPCL had made
the First Acquisition. The CCI noted that the
acquirers and MCFL were engaged in
similar businesses and that the acquirers
had not provided any evidence to support
their claim that there was no intention on
their part to gain control over MCFL.
Accordingly, the CCI concluded that the
First Acquisition was not made solely as
investment or in ordinary course of
business and should have been notified in
terms of section 6 (2) of the Act. The CCI,
accordingly held the acquirers liable for
penalty under section 43A of the Act.

Acquisition”). The CCI observed that DFPCL
in its press release dated 03.07.2013 filed
with the stock exchanges, had stated that
“given DFPCL’s considerable strengths in
the fertilizer business”, the purchase of
equity shares amounting to 24.46 per cent
of the share capital of MCFL was a “very
strategic and a good fit with the company’s

Further, as regards the Second Acquisition,
the acquirers took plea that the same was
duly notified to the CCI and had not been
consummated since the shares acquired,
representing 0.8 per cent stake in MCFL,
were kept in an escrow account with the
escrow agent in respect of which the
acquirers did not exercise any beneficial
interest including the voting rights. In this
regard, the CCI noted that since the Act or
the Combination Regulations did not
exempt a situation wherein a buyer
acquired shares but decided not to exercise

legal/beneficial rights in them, the
acquirers’ plea that the Second Acquisition
was not consummated was not tenable
under the law. The CCI also noted in this
regard that non- exercise of voting rights
for a limited period of time with respect to
the Second Acquisition was a self-imposed
contractual obligation taken upon by the
acquirers, and, therefore, the acquirers had
consummated the Second Acquisition prior
to giving notice in terms of section 6 (2) of
the Act.

Appeal in Soilfert case before the
Supreme Court of India:
In the statutory appeal, vide its judgement
dated 17.04.2018, the Apex Court ruled
that:
“8. Per contra, the Commission has rightly
imposed the penalty. There was a breach of
provisions contained in section 6(2). The
penalty imposed is meagre. The first
acquisition of shares was notifiable. It
could not have been termed solely as an
investment. Reliance has been placed on
Press Release issued on 3.7.2013, which
referred investment being “very strategic”,
and the appellant also notified to the public
that they “look forward to working closely
with MCFL in the future”. The knowledge of
acquisition by the Zuari group of 9.72%
shares in MCFL on 2.4.2013 was admitted
in the reply filed by the appellants. There
was the acquisition of a large number of
shares on the same day through the block
and bulk deals. MCFL was not very
profitable. Therefore, purchase of shares
could not be said to be a sound investment
by a prudent investor.
CONCERNS & AMBIGUITIES UNDER THE
MERGER REGULATIONS BY CCI

Composite Transaction
With reference to the S.C. order passed in
the Thomas Cook case, it is evident, rather
obligatory, on the part of the acquirer to

Combination case no. C-2014/05/175, CCI order dated 10.02.2015
Appeal no. 59/2015 decided by COMPAT vide its order dated 30.08.2016.
8
Regulation 5(8) of the Combination Regulations:
“(8) The reference to the “other document” in clause (b) of subsection (2) of section 6 of the Act shall mean any binding document, by whatever name called, conveying an
agreement or decision to acquire control, shares, voting rights or assets: Provided that if the acquisition is without the consent of the enterprise being acquired, any document
executed by the acquiring enterprise by whatever name called, conveying a decision to acquire control, shares or voting rights shall be the “other document”.
6
7
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file a single notice for a composite
transaction covering all the inter-connected
transactions including the market
purchases, if any. In this regard, the CCI
vide its order passed on 02.05.2016 in
combination notice no. C-2015/02/249
(Piramal Enterprises), while quoting from
the European Commission’s Consolidated
Jurisdictional Notice, had also observed
that ‘if two or more transactions (each of
them bringing about an acquisition of
control) take place within a two-year period
between the same persons or undertakings,
they shall be qualified as a single
concentration, irrespective of whether or
not those transactions relate to parts of the
same business or concern the same…. It is
sufficient if the transactions, although not
carried out between the same companies,
are carried out between companies
belonging to the same respective groups.”
MARKET PURCHASES NOT CONSIDERED
‘SOLELY AS AN INVESTMENT’
The CCI lists certain categories of
combinations mentioned in Schedule I to
the Combination Regulations which are
normally not required to be notified. A

14 | Lex WITNESS | May 2018

significant exemption provided under Item
I of Schedule I pertains to acquisition,
directly or indirectly, of less than 25% of
shares or voting rights, if made ‘solely as
an investment’ or in the ‘ordinary course of
business’, not resulting in control. An
acquisition is considered ‘solely as an
investment’ if the acquirer is not engaged
in the same line of business and / or the
investment does not lead to control.
Further, the acquisition of shares by a
public financial institution or mutual fund
companies is considered as in the ‘ordinary
course of business’, if made without
control.
In combination notification no. C2015/08/301, the acquisition by
Alibaba.com Singapore E-Commerce of
4.14 per cent of non-controlling minority
stake in Jasper Infotech was not exempt
from notification since the acquirer and the
target were both competitors. In
combination notice no. C-2014/08/202
(New Moon/Mylan case), the CCI noted that
acquisition of less than 25 per cent shares
or voting rights may raise competition
concerns if the acquirer and the target are

either engaged in business of substitutable
products/services or are engaged in
activities at different stages or levels of the
production chain.
Vide Amendment Regulations 2016,
whereby Explanation to Item I of Schedule
I was inserted, the CCI earmarked another
threshold providing that an acquisition of
less than 10% of the total shares or voting
rights shall be treated as ‘solely as an
investment’ provided the acquisition is
carried out without (i) Rights which are not
exercisable by ordinary shareholders; (ii)
Right/intention to nominate a director; and
(iii) Intention to participate in the affairs or
management of the target company.
However, it is noticed that acquisition of
non-controlling stake below 10% threshold,
if in a horizontal or vertically linked
business, is still required to be notified. For
example, in the combination case no. C2017/12/538, filing was made for
acquisition of non-controlling minority
stake of 5 per cent in Shoppers Stop by the
investment arm (a category III foreign
portfolio investor) of online retailer
Amazon.com Inc.
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With reference to the S.C. order passed in
the SCM Soilfert case, it was held that since
the acquirers and the target were engaged
in similar businesses, the market purchase
of equity share capital of MCFL made on a
single day by DFPCL through a number of
block and bulk deals, not being solely as an
investment or in ordinary course of
business, ought to have been notified. It is
also pertinent to mention herein that in the
combination case no. C-2014/06/181,
involving acquisition of 16.43 per cent
equity interest in MFCL by Zuari Fertilisers
and Chemicals (“ZFCL”) in separate
tranches of open market purchases, the CCI
observed that the exempt categories under
Item I of Schedule I does not include
combinations that are likely to cause a
change in control or are in nature of
strategic combinations and rejected the plea
to treat market purchases as solely for
investment.
NOTIFICATION OF ‘MARKET PURCHASES’
It may be insightful to mention herein that
under the provisions of Article 7 (1) of
EUMR, a concentration cannot be
completed or implemented either before its

Unlike the EUMR,
there is no provision
under the Indian law
regarding
‘derogation’ or
exemption to gun
jumping applicable to
public bids and
transactions in
securities on a stock
exchange. Similarly,
there is also no
provision of early
termination of the
waiting period, as in
the U.S.
notification to the competition authority or
until it has been declared compatible with
the common market. However, an exception
under Article 7(2) has been provided in case
of a public bid or a series of transactions in
securities in a stock exchange, provided
that the concentration has been notified to
the Commission without delay and the
acquirer does not exercise voting rights
attached to the securities or does so only to
maintain the full value of its investments
based on a derogation granted by the
Commission under Article 7(3). As regards
the U.S., in cases involving tender offers
and other acquisitions of voting securities
from third parties, the waiting period under
the HSR Act begins as soon as the
acquiring person has made the requisite
filing. However, the parties may request the
antitrust agencies for early termination of
the waiting period, which the agencies may
grant at their discretion.
As discussed above in the SCM Soilfert
case, the CCI had noted that non-exercise

of voting rights voluntarily for a limited
period of time by way of keeping the shares
in an escrow account will be treated as
consummation due to absence of any
provision in this regard under the Act or
the Combination Regulations. The Supreme
court, in its order on the appeal in the SCM
Soilfert case, has endorsed the aforesaid
view of the CCI. As regards the transaction
of market purchases, the Apex court has
also ruled that notice under section 6(2) is
to be given prior to the consummation of
the acquisition and provisions made in
Regulation 5(8) buttresses the said
conclusion. In light of the above, the apex
court observed that ex post facto notice is
not contemplated under the provisions of
section 6(2) as the same would be in
violation of the provisions of the Act.
A CLOSING NOTE
In view of the foregoing, it is extremely
important for the parties to make a proper
assessment at the time of the pre-merger
notification to determine as to whether the
proposed combination is in the nature of
composite transaction or whether it is
exempt from notification, being solely for
an investment purpose. However, till such
time the CCI comes out with a guidance
note, market purchases also, if not exempt
being solely for an investment or in the
ordinary course of business, must be
notified under the provisions of section 6
(2) of the Act to rule out gun jumping or
any violation under the Act. w
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CCI’s 3rd Leniency Decision -

A Significant Leap in
Jurisprudence
n Tanveer Verma & Anima Shukla

O

n 1st May 2018, the

November 2016, it was observed that only one
party had emerged as the L-1 bidder in all the

Competition Commission of

five tenders, while the remaining five players

India (“CCI”) issued its third

had provided cover bids. It also revealed that

leniency decision in the case

the individuals who owned/managed the

of Nagrik Chetna Manch vs.

aforesaid entities belongedeither to the same

Fortified Security Solutions and Others (Case

family or shared close personal bonds. It was

No. 50 of 2015), wherein it granted partial

also noticed that few biddersdid not even

leniency to four out of six leniency applicants

operate in the relevant market,as they were

involved in bid-rigging of five tenders floated

engaged in various other trades and industries

in 2014 by the Municipal Corporation of the

such as steel trading business, distribution and

City of Pune (“PMC”),for “Design, Supply,

stockists ship of drugs, sales and services of

Installation, Commissioning, Operation and

electronic security systems, health and medical

Maintenance of Municipal Organic and

equipment etc.

Inorganic Solid Waste Processing Plant(s)”.
Nonetheless, they had participated in the
Nagrik Chetna Manch, a public charitable

Address: A-2E, CMA Tower, 2nd
Floor Sector 24, NOIDA 201 301,
National Capital Region, India

PMC tenders and provided cover bids.Some of

trust, had filed an information before the CCI

these entities even had common office address

stating that as per information available on

managed by common person. Even the ‘contact

the website of PMC,itappeared that the bidders

details of a person for the bid’, required to be

of certain tenders were involved anti-

submitted by the bidders during online filing

competitive conduct of bid rigging. Prima facie

of the tender, were same for some of the

satisfied, the CCI vide order dated 29th

bidders. Further, the Demand Drafts (“DD”),

September 2015 directed the Director General

which wererequired to be submitted as earnest

(“DG”) to carry out an investigation.Between

money deposits (“EMD”) along with the bids,

2nd August 2016and 20th September 2016, all

revealed consecutive serial numbers, having

the six parties filed leniency applicationsbefore

been issued on the same daybythe same bank,

E: info@saikrishnaassociates.com
complaw@saikrishnaassociates.com

the CCI.

despite theoffices of the bidders being situated

T: +91.120.4633900 (100 Lines)

MODUS OPERANDI

in different cities. Further, such DDs for EMD
As per the investigation report dated 23rd
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were prepared by debiting the accounts of a
common person.
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Some of the bidders had also used the

That ‘confidentiality’ granted to them as

for and the one regarding which the

same Internet Protocol address (“IP

leniency applicants was breached by

violation of law has been alleged which is

address”) to upload the tender documents,

disclosure of their statements, recorded

relevant for the purpose of the applicability

with their log in and log out time being in

during investigation, to the other

of Section 3(3)(d) Act rather than any other

very close range. Even the IP addresses of

partieswhich adversely affected their rights

business activity(s) parties ‘were’ or ‘are’

some of the bidders were registered with

and reputation.

engaged in.…”

the same mobile number. It also revealed
that the L-1 bidderhad procured the digital

That there can be no presumption of an

keys from the office of PMC on behalf of

appreciable adverse effect on competition

Regarding the issue of breach of
Confidentiality, the CCI held:

other bidders. In view of the above, the DG

(“AAEC”)as the market was not foreclosed;

concluded that all the evidences indicated

the e-auction tenders were open for all

that the bidders were hand-in-glove with

bidders and thus entry was not restricted in

Lesser Penalty Regulations does not extend

each other and had engaged in bid rigging

any manner by the alleged agreement. It

to evidence obtained or collected by the DG,

in all the five tenders.

was also submitted that the objective of the

even if such an evidence is obtained from a

alleged cartelisation was merely to ensure

Lesser Penalty Applicant”, being in the

that PMC does not extend the tender period

nature of an ‘independent evidence’

and no actual loss was caused to PMC.

whichmay or may not contain the

A copy the DG’s investigation report was
forwarded to the parties, as also to their
officers who were identified by the DG for
having indulged in the practice of bid

“The confidential treatment granted under

informationsubmitted in the Lesser Penalty
That theCCI should make a holistic

Regulations.”.

rigging,on 30th August 2017, for filing

evaluation of substantial value addition

their objections/ suggestions, if any. The

done by them through the Lesser Penalty

CCI also heard the parties on 16th

Application filed by them; that neither any

their rights and reputation had been

November 2017.

consideration was received or offered to

adversely affected since the

them from the L-1 bidder;that they were

alleged‘confidential information’had not

not aware of the provisions of the Act; that

been disclosed to the public at large but

they have never been involved in any kind

only tothe Informant, who too was bound

of cartelisation, bid rigging, proxy bidding

by an undertaking in this regard.

CONTENTIONS OF THE
PARTIESBEFORE THE CCI
While agreeing with the conclusions
drawnin the DG report, the parties raised

or any such activity before and that they

several issues in their defence:

undertake not to indulge in any such

That their case does not fall under Section

provision of services’. It was further

As regards the contention that no AAEC

activity in future. Thus, prayer for grant of

has been caused in India, the CCI observed

maximum reduction in penalties was made.

that in terms of Section 3(3)(d) of the Act,

3 of the Act, as the bidders are not engaged
in ‘identical or similar trade of goods or

The CCI also rejected the contention that

bid rigging is presumed to cause an

ANALYSIS BY THE CCI
As to the contention that the parties are

AAECirrespectiveof the duration or purpose
and whether benefit was actually derived or

contended that since they were engaged in

not engaged in ‘identical or similar trade of

not from the cartel. The CCI further

businesses other than the infringing

goods or provision of services’, the CCI held:

observed that the charged parties ‘have

product, no penalty could be imposed on
them as they did not have any ‘relevant
turnover’ or ‘relevant profit’.

A Lex Witness Privileged Partners Initiative

neither been able to rebut the said
“…In the instant case, the Commission is

presumption nor been able to show how the

of the view that it is the business activity

impugned conduct resulted into accrual of

of the parties that they are actually bidding

benefits toconsumers or made improvements
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in production or distribution of goods

reduction in penalty by 40%, as it had

conduct of PMC may have facilitated bid-

inquestion’. The CCI further observed

disclosed the names of certain individuals

rigging, as evidenced by uploading by a

that‘mere possibility that other bidders

associated with the ring leader of the cartel

bidder of one of the bid documents from

could have bid for the tender cannot

and provided copies of certain critical e-

PMC’s own IP address, call data records of

absolve the colluding OPs from their

mails. The 3rd leniency applicantwas

communication between some of the

conduct of bid rigging. Explanation to

granted reduction in the penalty imposed

officials of PMC with the L-1 bidder and

Section 3(3) of the Act makes it clear that

by 50%, as it had provided certain

other systemic failures on the part of PMC.

bid rigging even includes an agreement that

information,not provided by the 1st or the

The CCIalso observedthat that PMC did not

has the effect of reducing competition for

2nd Leniency Applicants, and which aided

exercise due diligence, while scrutinizing

bids or adversely affecting or manipulating

in unearthing the cartel for certain

the bid documents,despiteclear indications

the process of bidding. Therefore, even if a

tenders.Interestingly, the 4thleniency

of collusion such as use ofsame IP

subset of bidders colludes amongst

applicant,despite having orchestrated the

addresses, common proprietor / director,

themselves to rig or manipulate bidding

entire cartel and emerged as L1 bidder in all

same office address, consecutive serial

process, it would be a violation of Section

the five tenders, was also granted a

number for DDs etc. The CCI also pointed

3(3)(d) of the Act’.

reduction in penalty by 25% for providing

out that PMC had allowed even ineligible

information regarding

bidders, not having requisite experience in

purchase/procurement of digital keys by its

solid waste management as required under

PENALTY ORDER
The CCI found all the six charged partiesto

owner for uploading the bid documents on

tender, to participate. Thus, the CCI found

have indulged in bid rigging/ collusive

the website of the PMC on behalf of other

glaring acts of omission and commission on

bidding. Accordingly, it imposed monetary

bidders.

part of PMC which, intentionally or

penalty to the tune of 10% of their average
annual turnover of the preceding three

otherwise, facilitated bid rigging.
As regards the 5th& 6thleniency

ANALYSIS OF THE ORDER

financial years. However, in deciding the

applicants, the CCI did not grant any

quantum of penalties to be imposed, the

reduction in penalties imposed upon them,

CCI gave due weightage to the extent to

as disclosure by these entities did not lead

‘turnover’, in the facts of the case,

which the leniency applicants had

to any value addition in the investigation.

purposively and in furtherance of the
objectives of the Act. Pertinently, in doing

contributed in the completion of the
investigation.

The CCI has correctly interpreted the term

The official of the companies, involvedin
the aforesaid contravention, were also

so, it was not constrained by the Apex
Courts’ order in Excel Corp Care

subjected to leniency reduction in

case,wherein the term ‘turnover’ was

applicanthad helped in unearthing the

penalties, imposed on them at the rate of

interpreted to mean ‘relevant turnover’. The

existence of bid rigging cartel for few of the

10% of their average income during the

CCI rightly held that ‘in the peculiar facts of

tenders and had co-operated fully and

preceding three financial years.

this case where OPs have admittedly

The CCI acknowledged that the 1stleniency

expeditiously on a continuous basis.
However,it granted a reduction in penalty

submitted cover bids but are not engaged in
As the CCI did not find PMC’s conduct to

the solid waste management i.e. the

by only 50%, asthe leniency applicant had

be in contravention of the provision of

activity relating to which bid-rigging has

not filed the same at the beginning but at

Section 3(3)(d) of the Act, it did not

taken place, interpretation of ‘turnover’ in

later stage, when some evidence had

impose any monetary penalty onit;

Excel Crop Care case would not be

already been collectedby the CCI /DG. The

however, scathing remarks were made

applicable’.

2ndleniency applicantwas granted a

against it. The CCI observed that the
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It is, however, still not clear whether CCI’s

them. While this may reflect some maturation

interpretation would be applicable to cases

of the nascent jurisprudence,thishas been in

other than that of bid rigging, such as where

sharp contrast to the decision dated 19th

enterprises do not operate in the same

April 2018 in Zinc carbon dry cell batteries

horizontal relevant market or operate in the

cartel case (Suo Motu Case No. 02 of 20),

related vertical market or in another adjacent

wherein all the three charged parties, who had

market but are nonetheless engaged in cartel

filed leniency applications, were granted

activities on the horizontal market, either as

reduction in penalties notwithstanding the

facilitators or co-conspirators, as upheld by

fact that information/ evidence on cartel

the European Court of Justice in the case of

furnished by two of the applicants did not

AC Treuhand (Case C 194/14 P, judgement

result in ‘significant value addition’ to the

dated 22nd October 2015).

evidence already in possession of the DG.
Thus, the approach of the CCI appears to be

For the very first time, on the ground of

inconsistent with its own earlier order in the

being separate set of evidences, the CCI has

Zinc carbon dry cell batteries case and suffers

made a distinction between confidentiality

from application of different standards to

granted to the identity and information

parties similarly placed under the leniency

provided by a leniency applicant under the CCI

provisions.This requires clarification by the CCI

(Lesser Penalty) Regulations, 2009 and

or issuance of necessary guidelines.

confidentiality granted by the DG to the
information/evidence collected by the DG

The order places a premium on the time

during investigation under Regulation 35 of

period when the leniency application is filed.

the General Regulations. This appears to bea

In the instant case, the first leniency

hyper-technical approach, which would deter

applicant got a reduction in penalty by only

parties from filing leniency applications as

50%, unlike the Zinc Batteries case where the

they would now be faced with a higher risk of

first leniency applicant got 100% reduction, as

exposure and class action suit for damages

leniency application was filed in the instant

being filed against them. As a result, cartel

case at a very late stage wherein the

activities may continue for a longer period

investigation had commenced and substantial

longer than they could have been otherwise.

evidence had been collected by the DG.

The order also reflects a hardening of stance
by the CCI in as much asno reduction in

CONCLUSION
On the whole, the CCI has passed a very

penalties was granted to two of the parties

reasoned and detailed order. There is a greater

notwithstanding the fact that the CCI recorded

clarity now as to how the various provisions of

that they ‘supported the investigation and co-

the Act would be interpreted and applied by

operated with the investigation/ inquiry

the CCI. The need of the hour is to develop

throughout and accepted information

consistent legal tools to fight the menace of

indicating the modus operandi of the cartel

cartel and perhaps to buttress it with a robust

and evidence in its possession or available to’

antitrust whistle-blower policy. w
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